75 Years of Memories
First Mennonite Church of Denver
1941-2016
November 15, 1969
On this date there was a Catholic-Mennonite wedding at First Mennonite Church. Lois Martens married
Norm Dewhurst in a ceremony officiated by Reverend Kermit Derstine and Father Jack Kraemier.
Kermit Derstine was Lois’s pastor from First Mennonite Church. Both Lois and Norm knew Fr. Jack
from Ft. Logan Mental Health Center where they had all worked together.
The Catholic part of the wedding was important to Norm’s mother and Fr. Jack made this happen as
there was not another Catholic priest that they were aware of in Denver who would have officiated a
ceremony in other than a Catholic Church.
Norm knew nothing of Mennonites including the history of persecution from the Catholic Church. Lois’s
family was less than enthused by her marrying a Catholic. In-spite of these differences and seemingly
insurmountable incongruence’s they have been married 47 years.
It is interesting to note that within a year of their wedding both Kermit Derstine and Father Jack left the
clergy. Norm and Lois claim they feel no responsibility for this and insist that even though both left the
clergy they are still married.
Lois Dewhurst

The Road to FMC
Betty and I lived in the Kansas City area for 20 years. I was a charter member of the Rainbow
Boulevard Mennonite Church. The Christmas of 1978 our family traveled to Colorado for our first ski
vacation On the way home our three young children agreed I should find a job in Colorado and then
move. It was the first time they all agreed it could work out, leaving the schools they were attending. I
soon found a job with the parent company of King Soopers. I drove out to Denver in the middle of May
to start my job as a computer programmer after being employed by Hallmark Cards for 12 years in the
same capacity. Arriving in Denver it had been arranged that I would move into the (old) I-W, community
center and education building located in the parking lot of FMC to be the resident presence, to make it
look like someone was home. I lived there for two weeks while Brice Balmer, the MUM coordinator, was
on vacation. After that, I moved into the basement of John and Charlene Oswald to house sit while they
visited relatives in Kansas and Canada for 3 - 4 weeks. When they returned I moved into Aaron and
Bertie Eby's home to house sit while they were on a 3 - 4 week motor home trip to the East coast to
visit relatives. By this time it looked like we would attend FMC after our move, but we hadn't found an
area or place to live yet.
Betty had stayed in Kansas City until the end of July while the children finished their school year and
also to pack up our belongings for the move.
The start of Memorial Day weekend Betty flew out to meet with a realtor, Jerry Frunzi, a member of
FMC, who showed us homes for sale around the metropolitan area - Arvada, Lakewood, Aurora,

Littleton, Greenwood Village and homes that were on the market in other suburbs too, like Evergreen.
We also wanted a home in a good school district. None of the homes we saw suited Betty until Jerry
took us to an area in Littleton with active new home construction, a place where he would not get a
commission from the builder for bringing us to see their new homes and making a sale. As we walked
into a newly finished home, the realtor saw Betty's eyes light up and smile. He knew immediately this
was the home for us. We qualified for the loan and spent Monday picking out carpet colors, all blue.
Betty flew to KC that day knowing that she would like the home, the schools and the area, Littleton
(incorporated). Later I petitioned the builder, Medema Homes, to give Jerry the commission he worked
so hard for, but had fallen short. For Jerry's efforts the builder did award him half of the normal fee for
home sales. We moved into our new home on July 31, 1979.
I had started attending FMC ('Rich' and Flo Richer were co-pastors) before Betty moved out to
Colorado. We continued to attend after the move and participate in various activities and programs in
the church. Our interests had been a well formed and active adult choir, a well-attended and active
youth program, a sense of welcoming and warmth from the members. Walt Friesen became pastor of
FMC in August, soon after we moved. We've been members of FMC and attending for more than 37
years. It was a great choice and the move worked out really well too.
Clint Schmidt

FMC in the Beginning
My father, Donald Egli, was one of the Founding Members. Mom and Dad were the first couple
married after the beginning of FMC. They were married in the “Bakery Building” at 1015 W.12th
Street, May 9, 1943.
We had Sunday school in our house on Lipan and I have good memories of that. They would bus the
children from the church neighborhood to our house in a white bus. My Uncle Calvin Egli and my Dad
drove it sometimes.
I remember going to the Mission Home on 12th and Kalamath. My father stayed there when he first
came to Denver. Irene and Martha Detweiller stayed there also. Martha and Irene Detweiller also lived
in the church basement – 430 W. 9th Ave. They lived in the North end of the church basement… it is
now the MYF Sunday School class room. One end was their apartment, which I believe is now the
Meditation/Quiet Room. The other end was their living room. I thought they had a really neat little
apartment down there.
I remember the big kitchen in the church basement and the meals we had there. We used to have
potlucks for Thanksgiving and that was a nice memory. Lots of great food! I have good memories of
Sunday school classes down there. I remember the Supply Closet/Room downstairs of the church…. it
was a special thing for me… to get to go in there and see all of the supplies, colored paper, glue, felt
pictures to put on a board, and I liked to go in there and help to get things we needed. I guess my
‘artistic’ side was already coming out at that age…. as I loved that little supply room.
When we were teenagers we had Sunday school up in the Tower Room, which is now the Custodian’s
Apartment. I think Alma Holdeman was our teacher when we were in that room.
The minister had an office in the North/East corner of the church with an outside entrance. There were
stairs up to it from outside. We thought that was really neat. The original church had two double front
doors on the east side of the building.
We had church on Sunday morning, Sunday night, Wednesday night prayer meeting and Friday night
was MYF/Youth night. So we went to church 4 times a week. We did not mind because all of our

friends were there too. We often had foot washing on Wednesday nights. I do not remember how
often. When we were young we did not really grasp the true meaning but were nervous having to do it
and always wondered who we would get. The Men were separated from the women…. Of course.
We had Wednesday morning Sewing Circle at the church. I went as a young mother when my
daughter was little. We took our lunches and they had blankets set up to quilt and some to knot. I did
not quilt so I always worked on the ones that we knotted. I remember my Gramma, Edith Egli was
there, Francis Cutrell, Addie Cotsones, and Mary Sinclair, Martha and Mary Detweiller and my mother,
Thelma Egli. Not sure who else but sure there were others. I enjoyed going and visiting with everyone.
Tonya, my daughter, would just play on the floor with toys etc. The group quilted a baby quilt once and
gave it to me for Tonya. She has it hanging in her house now. It was very special since my Gramma
worked on it.
We had Boys and Girls Club in the basement of the Youth Center for several years. Every Friday night
I think. It was really a great thing for neighborhood kids. I remember joining them at times. I do not
remember who was actually in charge of it but assume there were different volunteers. Del and Joann
Roupp helped with it at one point.
Meredith Egli, 3 years old when FMC opened its doors at 430 W. 9th Ave.

Him of the Month
I loved to pick on my good friend and choir director, John Hershberger. I had taken a picture of him
leaning back and sleeping with some flowers stuck in his hand. In those days we featured a “Hymn of
the Month.” I had this photo blown up to poster size, labeled it “Him of the Month” and attached it to the
back of the organ (old sanctuary) in such a manner that it would be seen by the choir when they got up
to sing but it couldn’t be seen by John or the congregation. I took great delight at John’s puzzlement
when the choir got up to sing and unsuccessfully tried to hold back their smiles and chuckles.
Leon Stutzman

Early Memories
My earliest memories at First Mennonite are from 1965 when my family moved to Denver from Phoenix.
I remember the MYF group with Mel and Jane Birky as the youth leaders. Ken Kuhns, Jr., Doug Bishop,
Bill Miller and the Stoltzfus boys were in the group. Bud Bishop was the pastor. I have good memories
from those years. One Sunday evening, there was a foot washing service, I think. I remember my dad
and I were last to participate. George Cutrell joined the two of us in washing each other’s feet.
Greg Ebersole, Mesa, Arizona

Pastor Moments
This happened during a worship service at FMC one Sunday shortly after hiring Theda Good as one of
our pastors. Vern Rempel, as pastor, was dialoguing with Theda Good on stage to introduce her to the
congregation. She had received upwards of 78% of the membership votes to call her to join us as one
of our pastors. Wanting to explore her faith story and life path, Vern proceeded to question her about
her interesting life. Along the way, one question he asked Theda, as I remember it, was, 'would you
mind, would you be willing tell us how, growing up, you developed an awareness and understanding of
your sexuality?' To which Theda immediately answered, 'oh, not at all, if you reciprocate with your
story, growing up, as you developed an understanding and awareness of your sexuality?' The audience

got a touche' moment and chuckled and laughed appropriately at a perfect, ' I'll show you mine if you
show me yours' moment.
One Sunday morning, when Jerry Weaver was our pastor, he was making an introduction of a member
couple (Merv and Jane Dick) we all knew very well. He was telling us about all the things they were
involved in, the community work they were doing. Some of the things were on behalf of FMC and others
as a personal effort in their immediate community. As Jerry was winding up the long list of accolades
for the well deserving couple, Jerry said "and now I'd like to ask Dick and Jane to come up and ...". At
which point the congregation, who had been listening intently, erupted in a loud raucous chorus of
laughter which continued for what seemed like 2 or 3 minutes. You should have seen the look on
Jerry's face as he realized what he'd said. While we were all enjoying his faux pas, he could not break
in to speak and be heard to correct himself. You had to be there to enjoy the moment!
Clint Schmidt

My Memories
I was the youngest in MYF when MYF first took up the task of making coffee and picking up donuts
every Sunday morning as a means of making money for MYF activities. There had been no coffee after
the service before. The Youth Center had a rather small kitchen and we’d set up the coffee and the
donuts so that everyone in the congregation – young and old – would file through the kitchen. All of
MYF would be standing in the kitchen, too, and we’d be greeted by all who came through. As I think
back at this time, I realize that this was a time of affirmation in which so many people would engage me
in conversation and I recognize this as a rite of passage in which, for the first time, I was accepted on
adult terms and was part of the adult discourse of the church. It was here that I learned to converse. I
remember going to MYF Snow Camp at Rocky Mountain Camp and overhearing others pointing to
FMCers saying that we came from that church that had coffee and donuts, as if our church lived on the
wild side of life.
The 1960s and early 1970s was a dynamic time inside and outside of the church. As a teenager, I was
grappling with peace and war and the rise of feminism and civil rights. Men/boys a few years older than
me were dealing with issues of the draft and the war in Vietnam. I remember feeling how unfair it was
that I couldn’t live out my peace convictions overtly because I was female and obviously wouldn’t be
drafted. Dennis Cohen was an 18-year-old who refused to register and was incarcerated in Denver in a
juvenile detention center. Kermit Derstine was our pastor at the time, and he connected with Dennis.
My mother was church secretary, and through this connection and the fact that the detention center
would let Dennis out on occasion, we’d have him over for dinner and I, as a new licensed driver, would
drive him here and there. This greatly affected me and certainly shaped the way that I understood how
one acted on one’s convictions.
The Sunday school teachers that I remember were Hope Ventura, Thelma Egli, Ann Keener and Bob
Miller. I was in Choristers Choir for all the years possible and loved Anne Williams. I adored having Mel
Yost be with us during the education hour for most of the years I was in MYF. He’d supply us with
paper to doodle on and the agenda for Sunday school was to doodle and discuss anything that was on
our mind. In those years, MYF was given a Sunday service to lead, and we began the service with
music and I doodled on an overhead projector. We later shared our doodles from the year as the
platform from which we led the worship with poetry, our art work and music and . . . and . . . whatever.
Often Ralph and Rhoda Imhoff helped us with putting these together. They were our sponsors as were
Char and Jim Clymer and Tom and Trinda Bishop later on. My parents were members of two small
groups in the 60s and the 70s. Group 3 lived on for many, many years and many in that group also
mentored me.

I grew to love handwork heavily influenced by my grandmother, Anna (Jantz) Holdeman and my
mother, Anna (Theocharides) Holdeman. There was not a good place in the church to make quilts
when I was growing up so my mom would invite people to our house with my grandmother. Nora Stalter
would come along with the elderly sisters, Addie Cotsones and Mary Sinclair. These women were
prolific in their quilting. When I was a young adult and my father had built our beautiful house on a
hillside in Lakewood, the young adults at the time – men and women – had decided to make a quilt for
the MCC sale, and we would gather at our house every week to quilt to Sting and the Police and other
rock music. I remember a big group of us gathering at a fabric store and quickly coming to consensus
on the fabric choices. Nora Stalter guided us through the piecing part and then we had the quilt
stretched in our living room for several months where everyone was welcome to come and quilt for a
while. At the MCC auction in Rocky Ford, Char Hershberger claimed the highest bid and went home
with the quilt. I have been so appreciative of being guided further along in quilting now with Linda Wyse,
Angie Nafziger and Ruth Friesen – such a rich environment of handwork to have been born into!
Stalemate, Not Checkmate was a booklet written by my husband, Dan Wessner, acting out on peace
conviction when the first Gulf War broke out. Walt Friesen embraced it and, together, Dan and Walt put
forth a plan for the church to act on its peace stance. Carl Martin published the booklet and one Sunday
morning many, many members of the congregation remained in the pews passing along the booklets
and signing their names in it. A copy was sent to the President of the United States, every member of
Congress and all the Mennonite churches. Hundreds of letters in response came back to the church.
Elizabeth Holdeman

Treasuring our Church Family
Soon after graduating from Goshen College in 1962, Anne and Lynn Williams moved to Denver.
F.M.C. quickly became our spiritual home. Marcus (Bud) Bishop and John Ventura as pastors, had
great impact on our young lives. Anne initiated the Choristers’ Youth Choir which continued for twentyfive years until her death in 1988. Daughter Dana is also a member at FMC.
In 1976 Margaret arrived in Denver and became a member of FMC. We were married by Jerry Weaver
in June, 1996. As a couple we’ve been involved in numerous activities of the Church; choir,
commissioners of a number of council positions, grandparents to Sunday School classes for three
years, members of the Gourmet small group for 22 years. We treasure witnessing our granddaughter,
Grace Anne Hosman, being blessed in the Church.
Lynn organized a group of guys from FMC for 21 years who went salmon fishing in Alaska, followed by
a fundraiser meal resulting in funds to fulfill several FMC projects. This was a big F.M.C. highlight!
First Mennonite, Denver is definitely our church family and we treasure the fellowship and support we
receive!
Lynn and Margaret Williams

FMC Supports a Family
Our family was changed forever on March 3, 1980, when in the delivery room, the doctor said, “OMG,
there is another one.” It was Biber babies A, B and C.
The babies were healthy so mother and babies were soon discharged to join Dad and eighteen-monthold sister at home. The sister promptly stated, “Take them back where you got them!”
Life got better when First Mennonite Church stepped in to help!! Cloth diaper service was provided, hot
meals were delivered for a month, and ladies from the church came in to hold babies and change
diapers.
We will be forever grateful to the First Mennonite Church Family!
Mary and Bob Biber

It was a cold night in December…
It was December 29, 1979. There was at least a foot of snow on the ground. We had just finished
taking our wedding photos when Leon Stutzman (my brand new brother-in-law) asked Ardell to go to
the rear of the church to readjust the lights for one last solo picture of me. Ardell dutifully obeyed his
brother-in-law. Little did I know that I was about to be “stolen.”
Verlin (another new brother-in-law) suddenly picked me up (I screamed) and carried me down the short
flight of stairs by the front of the church and then out the side door. He took one step on the side walk
and the next step on some piled-up snow right next to the sidewalk. But the snow was soft causing his
foot to immediately sink about twelve inches and, as he fell, he dropped me head first into the snow.
Yes, it was a very cold night in December!
After being rescued by my new unsuspecting husband, we learned that Rod Stutzman (my new
nephew) had a get-away car parked right next to the door and was eagerly waiting to take his
kidnapped bride plus the photographer to the Civic Center for some extra “no cost” photo ops. It was
about then that I also found out that “stealing the bride” was somewhat of a tradition back in
Swartzendruber/Stutzman country.
Needless to say, my Kansas relatives were not exactly impressed. But – I must admit - at Christmas
time, when the Civic Center’s lights are aglow, I often wonder what those photos would have looked
like. It was a cold but beautiful December night.
Donna Swartzendruber

FMC Youth and Quandary Peak
Doug and I organized a hike up Quandary Peak near
Breckenridge in the summer of 2010 with a very
entertaining group….none other than the Junior
Youth Group from First Mennonite (and sponsors,
Erin and Aaron). I knew this was a mistake when we
began up the trail at warp speed ….thank God they
had to stop for water. My strategy was to carry all
the water so they would have to stop and wait for
me! It was so refreshing to be with smart, energetic,
happy youth who shared the love of the outdoors.
Pictured: Owen Miller, Andrew Longacher, Jenae
Stutzman, Emma Schrock, Cassie Voth, Courtney
Kaufman, Sponsors in the back row: Aaron Sauers, Erin Gotwals, Doug Reed, Debb Reed

Debb Reed

Growing Up at FMC
I have many childhood memories of First Mennonite. One memory I have was being involved children’s
choir under the direction of Lois Loucks when I was in elementary school. We had choir practice every
Sunday night and during the week we were expected to do breathing and vocal exercises each day and
mark them in a notebook. We also had to memorize all the words and we came to choir early to recite
the words to parent volunteers. It was a no nonsense deal. We weren’t allowed many absences, so,
even though I was feeling sick, I went to practice the day before Easter when I was in 6th grade. Things
didn’t get better throughout the day, and that night I had my appendix removed. I didn’t make it to sing
on Easter. The red children’s choir robes were acquired by the church during this time. We once
performed in a huge choir festival with many other children’s choirs at Montview Presbyterian Church. I
was also in choir for several years when Anne Williams was the director.
We had Bible School in the summer every weekday morning for two weeks. I especially remember the
year my Dad, Les Hjelmstad, was a teacher. He didn’t teach my class, but the whole family was
involved with his lesson preparation when we went to the local Bible bookstore to get prizes for the kids
in his class. I sure wished I was in his class. I think my favorite year was when Grace Hershberger was
my teacher and we had class upstairs at Denver Inner City Parish at 9th and Galapago.
In high school I taught the two-year-old Sunday school class with Jan Kauffman Parks. I was also a
regular nursery care provider. As an MYFer, we were one of the early families that picked up doughnuts
and made coffee for the congregation.
Our family was always in one of the front rows as we listened to our Mom (Lois Hjelmstad) play the
organ for many years. I took piano and organ lessons and I sometimes filled in for my Mom at the
organ. As a young adult, I played the organ for Tom Miller’s funeral as my parents were on a vacation.
Tom was the son of Paul and LaVerne Miller who attended First Mennonite for many years and raised
their family at FMC. Tom would have been only a few years older than I was.
I was away from First Mennonite during college and young adult years, but returned with my own young
family with the hope of creating fond memories of growing up at FMC for another generation.
Karen Martin

FMC Memories
Back when we were in the original church building at a wedding I remember looking up and seeing Paul
Horst sitting a few rows ahead of with us with something in his ears. He had tiny ear phones connected
to a small cassette radio and was listening to a Bronco game. He got some teasing about that.
The well-known Channel 4 weather man, Ed Green, used to occasionally attend FMC with his first wife,
Cheryl, who was a Mennonite.
Back when Jeff Hershberger was young and mischievous, he pulled the fire alarm, which brought the
fire trucks roaring in. Needless to say, John and Grace weren't too happy.
Treva Stutzman Finks

A Snowy Wedding
In 1987, Denver was hit with a major snow storm the day after Christmas. Grace and Al Martin’s
daughter, Shelly, was due to be married to Dan Kauffman a few days after Christmas.
Jan Parks shares a few of her memories that went on behind the scenes. Jim and Carl Keener shuttled
people to the church. We had to go up north to get the cake (3 tiers) from the friend who lived in a
townhouse there. No access to the door from the street, unplowed walks too. Jim, Karen, at elementary
age, and I waded in deep snow to get the cake boxes and look at what the assembled cake should look
like with decorations and tier makers but no instructions or cell phone to really know our assignment.
We got to church, it was a Sunday morning and maybe several people other than family, Carl and Ann,
and the three of us were there. The cake was amateurly assembled.
Grace Martin adds, the groom’s family was all staying at a hotel near Colorado Blvd. and Cherry Creek
Drive. The groom’s cousin owned a gas station on Evans. He had a truck with a plow and he plowed
the street all the way from the hotel to the church so the family could drive their car to the wedding and
also plowed the church parking lot. Leon Stutzman was the photographer. The reception was held in
the Youth Center. Dan carried Shelly across the parking lot to the reception.
Jan Parks and Grace Martin

Through the Eyes of a Child
Here are some memories from my early childhood (before 3rd grade):
•
•
•
•
•

Running under the "bridge" between the south sidewalk and what used to be the church's
entrance.
The nursery cribs with the wooden slats that slid up and down.
The last stall in the old women's bathroom at the bottom of the stairs. There was no door and I
was always nervous both to use it or to walk in on someone else using it.
The wooden rocking boat toy that could be turned upside-down to make stairs to walk up and
down which is still in the nursery. How many kids have used that toy? What a good investment!
Checking out children's books. Even now I'll occasionally find my name written in my
kindergarten script in one of the old books.

Anita Miller

Greeter and Painter
Here are a couple of memories I have of my relatively short time at FMC.
Soon after starting to attend FMC 25 years ago, with long-time member Treva, I was asked if I would
serve as a “greeter” for Sunday church services. The task was simple I was told, just stand at the front
door, greet and welcome people as they arrived and assist any newcomers. All went well and I was
enjoying the task. A well-dressed couple came in and I asked them “if they had been here before or
were they new to the area”. “No”, they politely said, “they had been here before and they made their
way into the sanctuary.” Later, I found out they were Arlo and Betty Sonnenberg, long, long time
members. Needless to say I haven’t forgotten Arlo’s name.
Another time, in about the same time frame, they were painting the Community Center and I
volunteered to help. Upon arriving, I was asked if I could carry some paint up to a lady who was
painting at the very top of the room, at the peak. Fancying myself as somewhat of a mountain climber,
I said “sure” and started up the scaffolding with the paint. Well, the scaffolding moved a lot more than
the rocks I was used to climbing and I made it to the top and decided that the painting up there was not
for me. The lady up there blissfully painting away, shaky scaffolding notwithstanding, was Anna
Holdeman. So much for my mountain climbing bravado!
Don Finks

Windjammer Sail to the Leeward Caribbean Islands
Early June 1994 over 50 members and friends of First Mennonite Church flew to Puerto Rico and on to
St. Maartens Island to board one of the Windjammers Tall Ships. We visited five of the Leeward
Caribbean Islands: Anquilla, Saba, St. Kitts, St. Bartz and St. Maartens.
After breakfast on board, tours were available on each island. The captain gave talks of what was of
interest on the island by which we were docked. I remember visiting a school, viewing a museum of
native handicrafts, batik textile factory, snorkeling, getting into a rain forest, walking beaches of white
sand and also one with pink sand. There were also self-guided tours of each island as well as guided
ones.
Once back on the ship rum swizzles were served with appetizers, followed by a dinner. Entertainment
was provided in many ways. One night a steel band, another a talent show of which FMC had an
outstanding group, and the last night a dinner served on Gilligan’s Island with two FMCers doing the
limbo.
As evening came the crew prepared to hoist the sails with renditions of “Amazing Grace.” It was a
moment of pure beauty being out under the stars and listening to that beautiful hymn. It was also a time
of reflecting on the day and looking forward to the next port.
It was truly a trip of a lifetime being surrounded by so many wonderful people of FMC as well as seeing
and experiencing the sights of this gorgeous area. A big thanks to Jerry and Cathy Weaver for
organizing this event.
Jane Birky

A Nurse to the Rescue
I came to First Mennonite when I started medical school and we’ve been members ever since. I’d say
we’ve been attending First Mennonite since 1963. Carolyn and I were married in 1964 and we’ve been
members of the choir and have had many great times. I think the thing that keeps us coming to First
Mennonite are certainly the worship and the singing, but also the open-minded attitude of people to
accept each other. A memorable moment I recall is when Brother Cutrell (George Cutrell) passed out
and Carolyn jumped out of the choir loft after being at work all night long as a nurse and went down to
the second bench to take care of him.
Mel Stjernholm

Photos
There are many photos submitted by church members on an online photo album. To access the
photos, click on this link and enjoy scenes from church life over the last 75 years.
https://goo.gl/photos/PC1sZfkpyCdL2vS78
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